
From: Nanette Cook, Council District 7
To: Veronica Williams; Joseph Gordon-Wiltz; Celestina H. Cruz
Subject: So many things :)
Date: Monday, September 2, 2019 4:11:15 PM

Vee,
First, I want to offer another budget amendment before Thursday.  My original separate amendment 
moving $5 million to the line item Vermilion River Dredging from the Louisiana Avenue Project is still on the 
list.  I would like to amend this and take the funds from the City general fund and put in a reserve fund 
listed as Vermilion River Dredging project. Does this make sense?
I also have another general amendment related to $30,000 from the city general fund for the National 
Fitness Campaign Construction.  I want to add  $14,885.50  from left over identified funds from levee 
improvements to this project to help cover the installation costs.   Or I may just want to put in a separate 
line item CIP for District 4. Can this be done and make this a separate amendment now? Below is my 
response from my #9 Wrap up request.

261182000445130
PLANTATION LEVEE 
IMPROVEMENTS

261 5130 330,961.00 316,075.50 (14,885.50) UNDER

Also,
My discussion item about updates on the pickups by DRC following Tropical Storm Barry, I had sent an email 
to Mark Dubroc about this information but I do not see a response. I may have  missed it :(  Who will be 
able to provide information about this?  I assume it is all picked up by now.  I just want to get a little more 
information about how this service works.  I got so many calls and emails looking for pick up and it was 
difficult to give any answer about when it would get done. How much did this extra pick up cost the city?  
Where was all this debris brought, and was there a problem with unloading this debris based on dumping 
capacity available. 
I know we have had these services before I just wanted to give the public a little more information that may 
help with having the patience needed waiting for pick ups.

I would like to add a presentation to the September 17th meeting.  The Healthy Kids Running Series is 
starting up again Sunday Sept 29.  I want to make that announcement but I also have 2 $500 checks to give 
to two Lafayette Parish Elementary Schools for their PE department.  I am reaching out to LPPS to be 
present at the meeting to receive a check.

I may have one other announcement for the meeting, when is the deadline for this?  It is not a 
presentation, just an announcement.

I think that’s it right now.  Thanks so much for your help!  I always appreciate how you all take care of me :)
Nanette
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